Genetic effects on microsatellite diversity in wild emmer wheat (Triticum dicoccoides) at the Yehudiyya microsite, Israel.
This study investigated allele size constraints and clustering, and genetic effects on microsatellite (simple sequence repeat, SSR) diversity at 28 loci comprising seven types of tandem repeated dinucleotide motifs in a natural population of wild emmer wheat, Triticum dicoccoides, from a shade vs sun microsite in Yehudiyya, northeast of the Sea of Galilee, Israel. It was found that allele distribution at SSR loci is clustered and constrained with lower or higher boundary. This may imply that SSR have functional significance and natural constraints. Genetic factors, involving genome, chromosome, motif, and locus significantly affected SSR diversity. Genome B appeared to have a larger average repeat number (ARN), but lower variance in repeat number (sigma(ARN)(2)), and smaller number of alleles per locus than genome A. SSRs with compound motifs showed larger ARN than those with perfect motifs. The effects of replication slippage and recombinational effects (eg, unequal crossing over) on SSR diversity varied with SSR motifs. Ecological stresses (sun vs shade) may affect mutational mechanisms, influencing the level of SSR diversity by both processes.